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WPD inducts new officer 

 
Williston Mayor Jerry Robinson (left) reads some of Nick Duncan’s qualifications 
before administering the oath of office to the new Williston Police Department officer 
on Tuesday night (June 8). Seen here are Neil Duncan, Neil’s brother Nick Duncan, who 
joined the WPD, and their grandparents Jerry and Bonny Worzella. 
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     WILLISTON -- Mayor Jerry Robinson inducted a new police officer to the Williston Police 
Department on Tuesday night (June 8) as WPD Chief Dennis Strow and others watched the 
administration of the oath to the young man. 

 
 
 

 
In this video, which can 
be seen by clicking on 
the photo right, the new 
officer takes the oath of 
office. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2EsrpeFJ9lY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2EsrpeFJ9lY
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Nick Duncan’s grandfather Jerry Worzella pins the WPD badge on his grandson, and 
then they hug. 
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     Joining Nicholas L. "Nick" Duncan in the ceremony conducted at the front of the Williston City 
Council Meeting Room were his brother Neil Duncan, who held the bible, and Jerry Worzella, their 
grandfather, and Bonny Worzella, Jerry's wife. 
     As for WPD Officer Nick Duncan, the mayor read about the officer’s prior accomplishments as a 
professional law enforcement officer, and some of his training as a member of the United States 
Army, from whence Duncan was honorably discharged in 2017. 
     In the Army, Duncan operated and maintained sophisticated equipment designed for tactical 
operations; trained in intelligence collection; trained in writing intelligence collection reports per the 
United States Department of Defense standards; and trained in basic interrogation collection 
techniques (verbal) and tactical debrief scenarios. 
     WPD Officer Duncan served with the Clermont Police Department as a police officer from 
September 2020 to January 2021. 
     He attended the College of Central Florida in Ocala. In the Law Enforcement Academy, he 
graduated on the Dean’s List for Academic Success from Cochise College, at the United States Army’s 
Fort Huachuca, Arizona. Among his other studies, he attended the University of North Florida with a 
major in biology. He graduated from Coffee County High School with a diploma, from that school in 
Douglas, Georgia. 
     WPD Officer Duncan has a broad skill set that the mayor mentioned the police chief is very happy 
to see as the WPD gains another great officer to its ranks. 

 


